We review some topics in e+e-annihilation, including high-quality QCD tests, jet production, production of old and new leptons and quarks, gluonium, Higgs-bosons, and unconfined quarks.
It is difficult for me to try to review the status of e+e-theory; I feel very much an amateur at this point.
Since the early days, the field has matured and flourished a great * deal.
More than a half dozen very large experimental groups are well prepared to exploit the expected physics forthcoming from PETRA and soon from PEP. These groups are served by a large number of theoretical gurus, e.g., one expert on sphericity, another on spherocity,
another for thrust, and so on. So the phenomenology expected from QCD and the KobayashiMaskawa six-quark version of electroweak SU(2) @U(l) has been rather thoroughly worked out, and it is now a matter of waiting for the returns to come in. We have had abundant evidence at this meeting that thus far there is no trouble for the theory.
It is a far cry from the early ADONE days, when existence of a large multihadron cross section was considered something of a surprise, or the days of the CEA and SPEAR startups. Then the most popular hypothesis had R less than s -1 logs, while R = 213 was considered a large estimate'). This time around, everything is working remarkably well -almost too well. It is tangible evidence of the great progress that has been made in the last decade.
This talk will not try to be a detailed or balanced review of the phenomenology, and will consist only of remarks on a few aspects I feel may be important, along with others that are perhaps a bit neglected. The topics are listed below:
(1) Gold-plated tests of QCD.
(2) Comments on jet properties.
(3) Leptons, old and new.
(4) New quarks.
(5) Higgs. (6) Gluonium.
(7) Unconfined quarks. The e+e-physics of u and e centers about the QED tests. Of course we now expect QED to break down. The photon is supposed to die at a distance scale of -100 GeV, presumably to be replaced by the U(1) generator of electroweak SU(2) @U(l) at shorter distances.
GOLD-PLATED TESTS OF QCD
The most salient tests are well known and well studied, namely 6R
+ u+u-.
lJ+l.land the front-back asymmetry in e+e-
The "c lepton is by now almost an "old" lepton.
But it should nut be taken for granted;
we saw already'l) that PEP/PETRA should be especially clean sources of T'S. What is interesting?
(1) Lifetime: Georgi and Glashow have recently played with assigning 'I to a higher grand-unified SU(5) representation2'), leading to a reassignment of T to an electro-
This leads to a 'I lifetime a factor two shorter than the standard value.
On the other hand, were vr mixed with a massive neutral lepton, the lifetime could be longer.
(ii) at a mass -30 GeV, the branching ratio for (tt) + h"+y is -, 5x 10s3. In addition, the decays of T states(especially T' and T") into h"+y is enhanced by mixing of the ho with the O* P-wave bottomonium states. Branching ratios are -10e4, and with some luck could even be bigger. The situation is summarized in Fig. 1 [An eloquent exposition and summary of this line of argument has been recently given by Witten 45) .I What then are the properties? Theory is hard put to give a sharp answer to this question (it is a challenge for nonperturbative, pure QCD to give us a spectrum -even qualitative -in terms of a,). As a first terribly simple-minded attempt, we may try a naive gluonium model 38) , at least as naive as the naive parton model, naive Drell and Yan, or naive SU(6) quark spectroscopy. Just take two or three massive "constituent gluons" and bind them together into an S-wave bound state with spin-independent central potential.
One gets a plethora of candidate states (cf., Table I) , not all of which need be low-lying -or even exist -in the real world. Some typical decay channels are also listed in the table.
Nothing very distinguished emerges. One must have (approximate) SU(3) -singlet states, suggesting that channels with n, n', 6, R's may be advantageous. Robson38) suggests a 1 -+ gluonium decay into n+n' might be a good possibility.
Where should gluonia be produced? No doubt in hadron collisions (are "clusters" gluonia?), but they may be hard to dig out of the background. nn and RR phase-shift analyses might be promising places to look for narrow O" and/or 2" states.
Resonant e+e-annihilation is of course good for any l--gluonium state. However, one has to go rather far down the list of candidates in Table I to find one, and the leptonic width would be hard to estimate and quite likely rather small. an,KK,rln,~'rl',pp,ww,K*K*,~b 2.
E.B lj 0 -+ , 1-+, 2-+ "&KWS*,n'c,oB,K*Q;rA1,KQ,... In QCD the branching ratio is estimated to be -10% although the aforementioned large radiative corrections makes this at best a semiquantitative guess. The y-ray spectrum from the lowest order perturbative calculation is shown in Fig. 3(a) ; it is essentially 3-body phase-space. Radiative corrections6) will change it to something like Fig. 3(b) , while replacing the low-mass gg parton final-states with a more realistic resonance spectrum (assuming duality) will provide something like Fig. 3(c) . The known decays JI + yn, yn', yf give a total width of 5 1%. The Mark I lead-glass wall collaboration at SPEAR has,reported 47) a single-y continuum contribution (with mass recoiling against the y of ( 1.7-1.8 GeV) consistent with a total radiative branching ratio of -5%. If this result holds up, the gluonia may in fact be already observed.
A large fraction of the final gg state is expected 48) to be -t-k 0 +t and2 . Krammer4') has estimated the ells angular correlation in the decay J, + ygg -+ yf + ynn expected from QCD.
The correlation observed experimentally agrees nicely with expectations. However, only a quite weak q{ c+ gg coupling is needed, so that this does not imply that the f is a gluonium state.
It is also curious that $ + yf' has not been seen.
UNCONFINED QUARKS
Unconfined quarks may seem a radical departure from orthodox QCD, but it may not be so at all. De Rujula, Giles and Jaffe 50) have studied a slightly multilated version of QCD which appears to produce unconfined quarks of large mass and large size. The procedure is as follows:
(1) Give gluons a small "Lagrangian" mass ug (we will be considering ug w 5-20 MeV, of order the bare-quark "Lagrangian" masses).
(2) Do this by the Higgs-mechanism.
[ In addition to the large size, large mass, and complicated internal structure, such an unconfined quark would accrete nucleon6 in its passage through matter. The mass of the resultant system versus baryon number A is estimated by De Rujula, Giles and Jaffe5") to look like Fig. 4(a) .
McLerran and I, motivated by a desperate effort to understand the Centaur0 cosmic-ray event, have tried going one step further 53)'. We considered a situation (Fig. 4(b) 2)
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